
PROLOGUE

2004. Lights up on studio executive REMY 
LANDALE’s office. Remy stands behind a 
massive desk smoking a cigar.

REMY
(on the phone)

I don’t care if she won an Oscar. Tell that whale to drop twenty-five pounds.

The intercom buzzes.

INTERCOM VOICE
Your one o’clock is here.

REMY
(into the intercom speaker)

Send them in. (Back to the phone.) If her ass an’t tight the films gonna tank. Bikini bod in 
two weeks or I’m recasting. (Hanging up the phone.)

LAURA KIM and DARYL CASSIDY enter.

DARYL
Remy, wonderful to /

The intercom buzzes.

INTERCOM VOICE
Charlie Sheen line one. He wants to explain about your wife.

REMY
(into the intercom speaker)

Tell that bastard to go to hell. (To Daryl.) How many other studios?

DARYL
You’re our first stop. Start with the best.

REMY
(to Laura)

How many, Princess?

LAURA
Nine.
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DARYL
We have a few offers, but wanted to give you a seat at the bidding table.

REMY
You don’t have squat.

The intercom buzzes.

INTERCOM VOICE
Your son line three. LAPD busted him at the Four Seasons with three prostitutes.

REMY
(into the intercom speaker)

Wait a couple hours then send Alex. (A deep sigh. To Daryl.) Okay. Let’s hear it.

DARYL
You’re going to love this. It has everything: action, adventure, humor /

REMY
Daryl, I don’t have time for bullshit today: just do the goddamn pitch.

DARYL
(off balance)

Oh, right... um... see there’s this...

LAURA
It’s a Medieval action adventure series in the tradition of Conan The Barbarian and Star 
Trek, but with a modern sensibility. Think of it as The A Team meets Dungeons and 
Dragons. Only all female.

REMY
Pass. Chick shows don’t sell.

DARYL
What about Creektown?

REMY
Creektown is the exception. Sarah McMilliam was a huge star before the show. Do you 
have any megastars attached to your project?

DARYL
As a matter of fact we do: Colista Westmoreland.
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REMY
That washed-up drunk?

DARYL
She’s been sober for months. (Remy snorts.) A month. (Remy laughs.) Three weeks. 

REMY
The only thing the studio is interested in is reality shows and singing competitions. 

DARYL
Perfect! Did we forget to mention that it’s a musical?

LAURA
What?

REMY
What?

DARYL
Yeah. That’s the twist.

REMY
Really?

LAURA
No.

DARYL
Yes.

REMY
A Dungeons & Dragons musical. What’s it called?

Blackout
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